The effect of educational programs based on the theory of planned behavior on parental supervision in students’ television watching
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Abstract

Background: Excessive and uncontrolled television watching by children predisposes them to some risks such as developmental, social and psychological disorders. Parents play an important role in nurturing their children and controlling the factors affecting their health. The aim of this study was to determine the impact of health education programs on parents’ supervision skills to control their children’s television watching habits based on the theory of planned behavior.

Methods: One hundred twenty parents of the students at the first and fifth grades of primary school were randomly divided into an intervention and a control group. Data were collected by a self-report questionnaire at the beginning of and one month after intervention. An educational intervention was implemented for the case group parents, who were divided into four 15-member groups, in the form of three 45-60 minute sessions with focus group discussions. Moreover, the parents were provided with children and television booklet. Data were entered into SPSS-16 and were analyzed using Chi-square, paired t test, Mann-Whitney and Wilcoxon tests.

Results: After the intervention, significant changes were detected in the intervention group with respect to the mean hours of watching television (from 6.74±2.02 to 4.28±2.40; \( p < 0.001 \)), knowledge scores (from 5.8±2.1 to 7.7±1.9; \( p = 0.001 \)), attitude towards less television watching (from 35.5±11.5 to 48.4±8.9; \( p = 0.003 \)), subjective norms (from 11.8±8.1 to 24.5±8.6; \( p > 0.001 \)) and behavioral intention (from 18.6±7.4 to 31.8±5.1; \( p = 0.001 \)).

Conclusion: The results revealed that educational interventions based on the theory of planned behavior are capable of changing knowledge, attitude, subjective norm and intention of parents towards controlling and monitoring their children's television watching and can improve the performance of parental control and reduce the hours of TV watching by children. Therefore, this pattern is suggested for reforming the nurturing skills of parents about other behavioral problems of their children.
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Introduction

Television (TV), as one of the popular and most effective media, plays a major role in formation of behaviors, beliefs, emotions, and individual personality as well as social relationships (1). Watching TV is a main hobby in people’s lives and has notable impacts on all age groups, particularly children and adolescents (2). Due to the expanded use of TV, families need to improve their general knowledge and learn new behavioral methods (3). Nowadays,
children watch TV more; therefore, they are more inactive compared to their peers in the previous decades. Only a few children go out for playing after school, while 80% of them are interested in watching TV at home (4). Watching TV for more than two hours per day is associated with obesity, social isolation, aggression and attention problems in children (5,6). Moreover, it increases emotional-behavioral disorders among children (7). Moreover, a positive correlation has been reported between an increase in the amount of watching TV and its negative effects on children’s health and behavior (8). Inappropriate and excessive TV watching leads to anxiety, physiological arousal, changes in breathing and metabolism, photosensitive epilepsy, and obesity. Learning some violence related behaviors, teaching delinquency, escaping from reality and addiction to watching TV, physical inactivity, and changes in cultural values are considered as the psychosocial consequences of this phenomenon (2). Normally, children initiate watching cartoons at the age of two and get used to watching TV at 6. This implies that they find TV as a friend before they attend school. Violent TV programs have negative effects on children’s beliefs and values (7,8). Imaginary movie heroes teach them that powerful people are always right and everything can be achieved by the use of power (9). The results of a meta-analysis in England, which was based on 359 studies in various countries, revealed that adolescents aged ≥18 watched TV for 1.8-2.8 hours a day, with 66% watching TV for less than two hours and 28% more than four hours a day (10). Additionally, based on the study conducted in Tehran, Iran, 3-9 year-old children watched TV about 4 hours and 26 minutes a day on average, and 7-12 year-olds spent 5 hours and 12 minutes on watching TV (11,12).

One of the most important factors that affects formation and continuation of behavioral patterns is environmental factors; and the most effective factor is advertising awareness. Nowadays, children are living in an environment full of media stimuli that influence many of their behaviors. This has made children the main target of T.V commercials. Television is also the most popular media in Iran and most people who watch T.V happen to watch commercials too (13).

Undoubtedly, children form a significant part of television audience. On the other hand, a huge section of T.V commercials is directly or indirectly related to children. Based on the literature, every child is exposed to watching 20-30 minutes of commercials per hour of TV watching. If a child watches 4 to 5 hours of TV every day; therefore, he/she watches 130 commercials per day, 900 per week, and 45,000 per year (14).

In addition to the huge range of commercials, this issue is important from other aspects. Children are more vulnerable than adults when exposed to professionally designed commercials (14). Moreover, in countries with a young population such as Iran, the mental and physical health of children should be the main priority in planning and policymaking of different areas including media as the future of the country in economic, social, cultural and political grounds will depend on them (15).

Therefore, with respect to the preceding issues and presence of many problems in this area and not finding a study on how to improve the parents’ managerial skills of controlling children’s TV watching, we aimed to evaluate the effect of education on parental supervision skills using the theory of planned behavior (TPB). The results of this study can help health authorities and policy-makers recognize and control the harms and problems of media programs on children by the help of the parents. In addition, the findings of this study can be of great helpful in preventing from many social deviations that may damage the proper growth of children (16).

Parents need education and suitable skills to meet their duties and responsibilities. To reach this goal, socialization agents and institutions such as family, school and me-
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dia play very important roles, so they should base their actions on planned and scientific methods (17). During childhood, parents are mainly responsible for monitoring their children’s behaviors. One of these behaviors, which may have negative effects on children’s life, is the time they spend on watching TV. Therefore, to prevent from these effects, parents should not let their children watch TV excessively. In fact, parents can primarily affect their children in what they do before adolescence. Moreover, how children are affected by TV is undoubtedly influenced by their parents and the way they monitor their children’s habits of using the media (18). More often, excessive TV watching results from parents’ lack of supervision. Many parents do not control the amount or the type of the programs their children watch. This fact does also apply for Iranian children and adolescents (19-21). A very practical strategy for reducing the damages of this phenomenon is application of appropriate interventional methods by parents including asking children to do simple tasks, play with other children, exercise, read books, go out, make crafts, and draw. Hence, families and parents’ interventional methods play an important role in the amount and type of TV programs their children watch (22).

In a systematic review carried out by Robson et al., they found strong evidence in support of the efficiency of education on children’s TV watching (23). Most of the educational interventions on TV watching lack a theoretical framework as well as appropriate psychological change pattern. Many of the national studies have only focused on the amount of TV watching by children, and we did not find any study on measuring the effect of educational programs. This study aimed to clarify the effective factors on implementation of educational programs in improving parental supervision skills on children’s TV watching, using TPB (24). The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) is one of the health behavior theories appropriate for training parents on how to supervise their children’s TV-watching (25). This theory provides a framework for evaluating attitudes through behaviors. Studies show that the most effective educational programs are theory-based programs that root in behavior change patterns. Selection of a health education pattern is the first step in planning an educational program. On the other hand, effective health education depends on using the best theory as well as the proper strategies for every certain event (26). Therefore, designing an efficient, sociocultural and theory-based intervention is the most important priority in the scope of this research. This study has been set based on these criteria in order to identify and evaluate the underlying and fundamental beliefs of parents. We have used the theory of planned behavior (TPB) as a theoretical framework for the study. The predictive power of this theory has been proved by many social and health behavior studies. This theory considers the individual as a logical doer in a way that he/she processes information before taking on any action. During this process, underlying beliefs of the individual change because of his/her behavior (27).

According to TPB, an individual’s behavior is determined by one’s intention, which is composed of attitude towards that behavior, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control. In addition, an individual’s attitude includes typical behavioral beliefs and evaluation of the results of that behavior. Besides, subjective norms consist of normative beliefs as well as motivation for compliance (28). Overall, the most important goal of health education is to change the individuals’ health behaviors by themselves. Moreover, selection of a model is the first step in planning for an educational program. To date, several studies such as those by Lotfi (29) and Anderson (3) have confirmed the effect of educational interventions on changing knowledge and the constructs of health education models. Nevertheless, these studies have mainly focused on individuals and have not inves-
tigated the effect of training a group on another group’s behavior. In this study, TPB was selected as the theoretical framework (30). In addition to the constructs of this model, the participants’ knowledge on how to monitor their children’s TV-watching was also measured. Overall, this study aimed to assess the effect of educating parents of the first and fifth grades of primary school students on the type and amount of their children’s TV-watching habits based on TPB in Gonabad.

**Methods**

**Participants and Procedures**

This quasi-experimental study was conducted on the parents of students at the first and fifth grades of primary school in four primary schools of Gonabad, Iran (November 2011- May 2012). We selected the first and the fifth grades because they are the beginning and the final grades at the primary school. The inclusion criteria were living with both or one of the parents and having a TV set at home. Exclusion criterion was the lack of parental involvement in the session. The participants were randomly selected and classified into a control and an intervention group. The parents of the two groups were matched based on parents’ age, level of education and occupation. Considering the coefficient of 95% and power of 95%, 110 participants were selected for the study using Pocock’s formula. However, considering the 10% attrition, 120 participants (60 for each group) were entered into the study. Furthermore, the amount of watching TV was gathered three months before and after the intervention. In each school, one class of each grade was selected for the study. Thus, each study group included 60 participants (30 from the first and 30 from the fifth grade) from a girls and a boys’ primary school. Participants were selected using cluster sampling method.

**Questionnaire**

1. Students and parents’ demographic data included students’ age, grade, rank birth/ and parents’ sex, age, level of education, parents’ job and also Parents’ knowledge on the side effects of TV watching. Ten true/false items scored from zero to ten were utilized (each correct and wrong answer was given score of one and zero, respectively) to assess parents’ knowledge (For instance, watching TV commercials encourage children to buy junk food). The total knowledge scores ranged from 0 to 10, and the reliability of these items was 0.88. The content validity of the questionnaire was certified by both a panel as well as a quantitative method.

2. Theory of planned behavior variables:

A. Parents’ attitude towards children’s TV-watching was evaluated by 12 items based on a Likert scale ranging from 1 (completely agree), 2 (agree), 3 (no idea), and 4 (disagree) to 5 (completely disagree), (e.g.: Number of hours that parents think is necessary for children to watch TV). (Hours of watching TV can be decreased through providing alternative entertainments and dedicating enough time to play with children)

The minimum and the maximum scores for these items were 12 and 60, respectively, and the reliability of attitude items was obtained to be 0.79.

B. Subjective norms about parents’ role in monitoring children’s TV-watching habits were assessed using 8 items, (Most parents agree to monitor the number of hours of watching television by their children). (For instance, parents should replace watching too much TV with entertainments, games, or studying.) Moreover, eight items on a scale from 1 (completely agree), 2 (agree), 3 (no idea), and 4 (disagree) to 5 (completely disagree) were used to assess subjective norms. Their scores ranged from 8 to 40 and the reliability of the items was reported as 0.74.

C. Perceived behavioral control was measured using 6 items in a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (completely agree), 2 (agree), 3 (no idea), 4 (disagree) to 5 (completely disagree), (e.g.: Controlling hours of children’s TV-watching is difficult
The scores of this section ranged from 6 to 30 and its reliability was 0.79.

D. Behavioral intention of parents to monitor how much TV their children watch was assessed through 9 five-point items (e.g., From now on I'm going to monitor the amount of time my child watches TV). The scores of this part ranged from 9 to 45 and its reliability was 0.92.

Content validity Ratio (CVR) and Content Validity Index (CVI) were utilized to investigate content validity quantitatively. Furthermore, to measure CVR, we sought assistance from 10 experts in areas of health education, sociology, clinical psychology, general health, and educational sciences to divide the items into 3 categories of “necessary”, “beneficial but not necessary”, and “not necessary”. Based on the Lawshe table, the items with CVR>0.62 were considered as significant and maintained in the questionnaire (p<0.05) (22). Considering CVI, based on Waltz and Bausell, the items with CVI>0.7 were included and the rest were excluded (31). The applied interventional program had a designed educational program for promoting parents’ skills to control their children’s TV watching habits. This educational program included 45-60 minute sessions, which is considered to be appropriate for active learning (28).

The contents of these sessions were about the monitoring and controlling children’s TV-watching habits as well as positive and negative aspects of TV, effect of TV on children, replacement strategies, preventing children from excessive TV-watching as well as the role parents play in controlling their children’s TV watching habits.

Overall, the educational sessions aimed at encouraging the parents to monitor their children’s TV watching and helping them use replacement strategies for overcoming the issue. Furthermore, intervention group parents were also provided with a booklet namely “Children and TV” which included the above-mentioned issues. The researcher and instructor’s phone numbers were also given to the parents so they could call in case they faced any questions or problems. Moreover, some meetings (each including 15 members) were arranged for the parents in the intervention group by the help of Parent-Teacher Association of the school.

On the other hand, for the control group, the same questionnaires were filled out by parents of 30 students in both the first and fifth grades of primary school without any kind of intervention.

Ethical Considerations

Ethical issues have been completely observed by the authors. Meanwhile, respondents participated in the survey voluntarily and were fully debriefed about the aims and objectives of the study. In addition, researchers committed themselves to behave respectfully with participants and keep their information confidential.

Statistical analysis

To analyze data, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to determine the normal distribution of the data. Then, data were analyzed by SPSS-16 statistical software using Chi-square, paired t-test, independent t-test, Mann-Whitney and Wilcoxon tests. P<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

Results

No significant difference was found between the two groups with respect to the students’ age, sex and grade with education and occupation of the parents. According to the results, 80% (n=48) of the parents in the intervention group and 78% (n=47) of those in the control group had diploma and higher degrees. In addition, all the households had TVs. Family size of the intervention and control group was 3.45 and 3.58, respectively. Before the intervention, the 120 studied children had watched TV for...
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6.85±2.16 hours a day. The number of hours of watching TV before the intervention was computed as 6.74±2.02 and 6.92±1.98 hours a day in the intervention and control groups, respectively, which changed to 4.28±2.40 and 7.12±2.11 hours a day for each group, respectively after the intervention.

Although a statistically significant difference was detected in the intervention group in hours of watching TV before and after the intervention (p=0.039), it was not significant in the control group (p=0.516). Moreover, the results indicated that TV was on for 8.4±4.25 hours a day in the participants families’ homes (Table 1). In the intervention group, a significant difference was observed in knowledge (p=0.001), attitude (p=0.003), subjective norms (p<0.001), and behavioral intention (p<0.001) before and after the intervention. However, no significant difference was found concerning perceived behavioral control (p=0.05). In the control group, on the other hand, no significant difference was observed in any of the constructs before and after the intervention (p>0.05) (Table 2).

Before the intervention, the children’s recreational activities included watching TV (100%), reading books (15%), going to park at least once a week (25%), going to the movies at least once a week (6.6%), playing with children at home (11.66%), and playing with children outside home (13.34%). Moreover, the programs that the children watched on TV included kids’ shows (100%), sports (73.33%), series (63.33%), movies (38.33%), documentaries (30%), and educational movies (5%). Furthermore, the supervision of the intervention group parents on the type of programs their children watched was 26.66%, which increased to 58.33% after the intervention and this difference was statistically significant (p<0.001). However, this difference was not significant in the control group (p>0.05).

Findings of this study revealed no significant difference between the two sexes in number of hours of watching TV. Nonetheless, the first graders watched TV significantly more than the fifth graders (Table 3).
Discussion

According to the results of this study, the mean number of hours of watching TV was 6.85±2.16 hours a day, which is higher in comparison to other studies (8). The study by Amini et al. showed that 7-11 year-old female students in Tabriz, Iran, watched TV for 2.26±1.51 hours a day on average (8). Moreover, Magnusson conducted a study in Sweden and reported that 34% of the obese or overweight children aged 6 to 12 years watched TV or played video games for more than 3 hours a day (32). Although experts warn about the mental and physical side effects of watching TV on children, based on the survey results of the media research center, children watch TV for 4 hours and 16 minutes on average during a full day, which indicates their interest in this medium (33). In 2008, the mean number of hours of watching TV or movies was 2.39±2 hours a day among middle school students and 2.86±2 hours a day among high school students (34). Nowadays, students go to school while they are highly affected by TV (9). Since parents are concerned about the current mechanical lifestyle and do not trust their neighbors, they keep their children at home while they do not attend school and this can increase the time their children spend on watching TV. Besides, the growing number of TV channels, particularly for children, which broadcast programs all through the day, has provided the grounds for children’s excessive TV watching. Thus, today, children are considered among the main audience of this medium (13).

American researchers have shown that excessive TV-watching can bring about delays in cognitive development as well as language learning abilities of children. As mentioned by Time, 30% of the western families turn on the TV when the whole family gets together at home. This can also delay the language learning processes among children. A group of Washington university researchers measured the verbal speech sounds produced by 329 2-to-24 month old children. The results of this study indicated that children were not able to understand and grab almost 770 vocabularies (70%) mentioned by their parents for each hour that the TV was on at home. They concluded “this issue can be traced back to the fact that parents use less verbal communication with their children when the TV is on at home (35).

The findings of this study revealed a significant difference in the intervention group’s scores of knowledge and constructs of TPB after the intervention, except for the perceived behavioral control. A large number of studies including those conducted by Mohammadi Zeidi et al. (36) and Mazloumi (37) have indicated significant positive relationships between the constructs of TPB and the intention to do something (38-40). These results emphasize that individuals are motivated to practice healthy behaviors, and they continue to practice these behaviors even in challenges in case they feel that they can control such behaviors (41). However, no significant difference was observed in the intervention group’s scores of perceived behavioral control after the intervention. This study’s intervention was effective in improving the parents’ knowledge and giving them a positive attitude towards controlling the amount and type of the TV programs their children tended to watch. Nevertheless, due to the behavioral role of other family members in watching TV, inability in filling the children’s free time, and considering TV as the simplest and safest way of entertaining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of hours of watching TV</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6.32(2.44)</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>7.03(2.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>First grade</td>
<td>5.70(2.06)</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fifth grade</td>
<td>7.12(1.88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
children, it is hard for parents to control their children’s TV-watching habits. Additionally, most parents are not well aware of the dire consequences of excessive TV-watching habits (42). Findings of this study revealed a significant difference between the intervention and control groups in their scores of knowledge and constructs of TPB after the intervention. In general, education, as a part of the behavior-change interventions, is of great importance. In addition, providing the individuals with the necessary knowledge for changing the lifestyle can prepare them for accepting the recommended changes. Moreover, expressing the advantages of a beneficial behavior and disadvantages of an inappropriate one can provide the grounds for a change in attitude and behavioral intention. The results of the study by Ozmert revealed that problems such as isolation, social, attention and thinking problems, criminal and violent behaviors were positively associated with the length of watching TV (43). Moreover, Amini et al. (8) and Alikhani et al. (34) emphasized the eliminating TV watching, encouraging children to do dynamic activities, creating different types of entertainments at home, and improving parents’ knowledge to control the excessive TV watching as effective ways to overcome this issue. Therefore, parents and teachers should help children to the extent possible and take the necessary steps towards reducing the effects of watching TV on children and adolescents’ lives. However, unfortunately some parents do not have sufficient knowledge about the negative effects of watching TV and believe it is an appropriate instrument for entertaining their children (13).

Conclusion

Overall, the findings of this study indicated the positive effects of education on parents’ supervision on the amount and type of the TV programs watched by their children. On the other hand, TV is the most accessible way for children to enter the adults’ world. In spite of the fact that one of the main responsibilities of the media authorities is production of high quality and beneficial programs for all of the society members, this goal is quite difficult to achieve. Hence, educational organizations including kindergartens, primary schools and even universities have to provide the future families with effective programs for their lifestyle. This can be partly achieved by educating parents about the optimal use of TV or replacing it with such activities as reading books, reading children’s journals, using toys, turning the TV off while having food, not putting TV in the children’s bedroom, not letting children watch TV while doing their homework, playing active games with children, helping them make crafts, prohibiting them from watching TV one day a week and taking them out for exercise.

In this study, the questions for measuring behavioral intention of individuals were similar to the questions used to evaluate the behavior of the studied participants. On the other hand, the main goal of TPB is to predict the behavioral intention. Indeed, we can predict individuals’ behaviors through evaluation of their behavioral intention. Therefore, construct of behavioral intention was used to indirectly measure individuals’ behavior in this study.

Limitations

The question of “how much do children watch TV” depends on many factors that are formed over time. Thus, we should not expect to solve the problems only through temporary and short educational programs. To solve these problems, it is necessary to consider permanent solutions such as designing educational interventions for the whole education system, parents and children along with a proper feedback system in place. Results of our study indicated that educational intervention based on TPB can change attitude, knowledge, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control of parents towards controlling their children’s TV watching and can decrease the hours of watching TV by children. Hence, this pat-
tern is also suggested for reforming the nurturing skills of parents about other behavioral problems of their children. Meanwhile, it is important for the readers to recognize that one of the limitations of this study was the probability of bias in completing the data and differences in parents’ rearing and bearing methods.
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